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Abstract
We consider faithful simulation of distributed quantum measurements, and characterize a set of
sufficient communication and common randomness rates. To achieve this, we introduce random binning
and mutual packing lemma for distributed quantum measurements. These techniques can be viewed as
the quantum counterpart of their classical analogues. Finally, using these results, we develop a distributed
quantum-to-classical rate distortion theory and characterize the rate-distortion region in terms of single-
letter quantum mutual information quantities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Measurements are the interface between the intricate quantum world and the perceivable macroscopic
classical world. A measurement associates to a quantum state a classical attribute. However, quantum
phenomena, such as superposition, entanglement and non-commutativity contribute to uncertainty in the
measurement outcomes. A key concern, from an information-theoretic standpoint, is to quantify the
amount of “relevant information” conveyed by a measurement about a quantum state.
Winter’s measurement compression theorem (as elaborated in [1]) quantifies the “relevant information”
as the amount of resources needed to simulate the output of a quantum measurement applied to a given
state. Imagine that an agent (Alice) performs a measurement M on a quantum state ρ and sends a set of
classical bits to a receiver (Bob). Bob intends to faithfully recover the outcomes of Alice’s measurements
This work was supported by NSF grant CCF 1717299.
without having access to ρ. The measurement compression theorem states that at least quantum mutual
information (IpX;Rq) amount of classical information and conditional entropy (SpX|Rq) amount of
common shared randomness are needed to obtain a faithful simulation.
The measurement compression theorem finds its applications in several paradigms including local purity
distillation [1] and private classical communication over quantum channels [2]. This theorem was later
used by Datta, et al. [3] to develop a quantum-to-classical rate-distortion theory. The problem involved
lossy compression of a quantum information source into classical bits, with the task of compression
performed by applying a measurement on the source. In essence, the objective of the problem was to
minimize the storage of the classical outputs resulting from the measurement while ensuring sufficient
reliability so as to be able to recover the quantum state (from classical bits) within a fixed level of
distortion from the original quantum source. To achieve this, the authors in [4] advocated the use of
measurement compression protocol and subsequently characterized the so called rate-distortion function
in terms of single-letter quantum mutual information quantities. The authors further established that by
employing a naive approach of measuring individual output of the quantum source, and then applying
Shannon’s rate-distortion theory to compress the classical data obtained is insufficient to achieve optimal
rates.
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Fig. 1. The diagram of a distributed quantum measurement applied to a bipartite quantum system AB. A tensor product
measurement MA bMB is performed on many copies of the observed quantum state. The outcomes of the measurements are
given by two classical bits. The receiver functions as a classical-to-quantum channel β mapping the classical data to a quantum
state.
In this work, we seek to quantify “relevant information” for quantum measurements performed in a
distributed fashion. In this setting, as shown in Fig. 1, a composite bipartite quantum system AB is made
available at two separate agents, named Alice and Bob. Alice and Bob have access only to sub-systems A
and B, respectively. Two separate measurements, one for each sub-system, are performed in a distributed
fashion with no communication taking place between Alice and Bob. Imagine that there is a third party
(named Eve) who tries to simulate the action of the measurements without any access to the quantum
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systems. To achieve this objective, Alice and Bob send classical bits to Eve at rate r1 and r2, respectively.
Eve on receiving these pairs of classical bits from Alice and Bob wishes to reconstruct the joint quantum
state ρAB using a classical-to-quantum channel. The reconstruction has to satisfy a fidelity constraint
characterized using a distortion observable or a trace norm.
One strategy is to apply Winter’s measurement theorem [5] to compress each individual measurements
MA and MB separately into M˜A and M˜B . As a result, faithful simulation of MA by M˜A is possible
when at least nIpX;Rq classical bits of communication and nSpX|Rq bits of common randomness are
available between Alice and Eve. Similarly, a faithful simulation ofMB by M˜B is possible with nIpX;Rq
classical bits of communication and nSpY |Rq bits of common randomness between Eve and Bob. The
challenge here is that the direct use of single-POVM compression theorem for each individual POVMs,
MA and MB , does not necessarily ensure a “distributed” faithful simulation for the overall measurement,
MA bMB .
One can further reduce the amount of classical communication by exploiting the statistical correlations
between Alice’s and Bob’s measurement outcomes. The challenge here is that the classical outputs of
the approximating POVMs (operating on n copies of the source) are not IID sequences — rather they
are codewords generated from random coding. Therefore, standard classical source coding techniques
are not applicable here. This issue also arises in classical distributed source coding problem which was
addressed by Wyner-Ahlswede-Ko¨rner [6] by developing Markov Lemma and Mutual Packing Lemma.
Building upon these ideas, we develop a quantum-classical counterpart of these lemmas for the multi-
user quantum measurement simulation problem. We characterize a set of sufficient communication and
common randomness rates in terms of single-letter quantum information quantities (Theorem 2). To
prove this theorem, we develop binning of quantum measurements. This technique can be viewed as the
quantum counterpart of its classical analogues. The idea of binning in quantum setting has been used in
[7] and [8] for quantum data compression involving side information. However, in this paper we introduce
a novel binning technique for measurements which is different from these works. The binning in this
work is used to construct measurements for Alice and Bob with fewer outcomes compared to the above
individual measurements, i.e., M˜A and M˜B .
Secondly, we use our results on the simulation of distributed measurements to develop a distributed
quantum-to-classical rate distortion theory (Theorem 3). For the achievability part, we characterize an
achievable rate region analogous to Berger-Tung’s [6] in terms of single-letter quantum mutual information
quantities. Further, we derive a single-letter outer-bound on the optimal rate-region (Theorem 4).
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II. PRELIMINARIES
We here establish all our notations, briefly state few necessary definitions, and also provide Winter’s
theorem on measurement compression. Let BpHq denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators
acting on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H. Further, let DpHq denote the set of positive operators of
unit trace acting on H. Let I denote the identity operator. The trace distance between two operators A
and B is defined as }A´B}1 “∆ Tr |A´B|, where for any operator Λ we define |Λ| “∆
?
Λ:Λ. The von
Neumann entropy of a density operator ρ P DpHq is denoted by Spρq. The quantum mutual information
and conditional entropy for a bipartite density operator ρAB P DpHAbHBq are defined, respectively, as
IpA;Bqρ “∆ SpρAq ` SpρBq ´ SpρABq,
SpA|Bqρ “∆ SpρABq ´ SpρBq.
A positive-operator valued measure (POVM) acting on a Hilbert space H is a collection of M “∆ tΛxu
of positive operators in BpHq that form a resolution of the identity:
Λx ě 0,@x,
ÿ
x
Λx “ I.
If instead of the equality above, the inequality
ř
x Λx ď I holds, then the collection is said to be a sub-
POVM. A sub-POVM M can be completed to form a POVM, denoted by rM s, by adding the operator
Λ0 “∆ pI ´
ř
x Λxq to the collection. Let ΨρRA denote a purification of a density operator ρ P DpHAq.
Given a POVM M “∆ tΛAx u acting on ρ, the post-measurement state of the reference together with the
classical outputs is represented by
pid bMqpΨρRAq “∆
ÿ
x
|xyxx|b TrAtpIR b ΛAx qΨρRAu. (1)
Consider two POVMs MA “ tΛAx u and MB “ tΛBx u acting on HA and HB, respectively. Define
MA bMB as a the collection of all operators of the form ΛAx b ΛBy , for all x, y. With this definition,
MA bMB is a POVM acting on HA bHB . By Mbn denote the n-fold tensor product of the POVM
M with itself.
A. Quantum Information Source
Consider a family of quantum states ρi, i P r1,ms acting on a Hilbert space H. For each state assign a
priori probability pi. We denote such a setup by the ensemble tpi, ρi, i P r1 : msu. For such an ensemble,
a quantum source is a sequence of states each equal to ρi with probability pi, i P r1,ms. Each realization
of the source, after n generations of states, is represented by ρxn “∆
Ân
j“1 ρxi , where x
n is a vector with
elements in r1,ms. Let ρ “∆ ři piρi, then the average density operator of the source after n generations
is ρ
Â
n.
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B. Measurement Compression Theorem
Here, we provide a brief overview of the measurement compression theorem [5].
Definition 1 (Faithful simulation [1]). Given a POVM M “∆ tΛxuxPX acting on a Hilbert space HA and
a density operator ρ P DpHAq, a sub-POVM M˜ acting on HbnA is said to be ǫ-faithful to M , for ǫ ą 0,
if the following holds:
ÿ
xnPXn
}
a
ρbnpΛxn ´ Λ˜xnq
a
ρbn}1 ` TrtpI ´
ÿ
xn
Λ˜xnqρbnu ď ǫ, (2)
where Λxn “ Λx1 b Λx2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Λxn .
Lemma 1. [1] For any state ρ P DpHq with any purification ΨρRA, and any pair of POVMs M and M˜
acting on H, the following identity holds
}pid bMqpΨρRAq ´ pid b M˜qpΨρRAq}1 “
ÿ
x
}?ρpΛx ´ Λ˜xq?ρ}1, (3)
where Λx and Λ˜x are the operators associated with M and M˜ , respectively.
Theorem 1. [5] For any ǫ ą 0, any density operator ρ P DpHAq and any POVM M acting on the
Hilbert space HA, there exist a collection of POVMs M˜
pµq for µ P r1, N s, each acting on HbnA , and
having at most 2nR outcomes, where
R ě IpU ;Rqσ ` δpǫq,
1
n
log2N `R ě SpUqσ ` δpǫq
such that M˜ “∆
1
N
ř
µ M˜
pµq is ǫ-faithful to M , where σUR “∆ pid bMqpΨρRAq, and δpǫq % 0 as ǫ % 0.
III. APPROXIMATION OF DISTRIBUTED POVMS
We develop a measurement compression protocol in a distributed setting. Consider a bipartite composite
quantum system pA,Bq represented by Hilbert SpaceHAbHB. Let ρAB be a quantum information source
on HAbHB. Consider two measurements MA and MB on sub-systems A and B, respectively. Imagine
that three parties, named Alice, Bob and Eve, are trying to collectively simulate the two measurements,
one applied to each sub-system. The three parties share some amount of classical common randomness.
Alice and Bob perform a measurement M˜A and M˜B on n copies of sub-systems A and B, respectively.
The measurements are performed in a distributed fashion with no communication taking place between
Alice and Bob. Based on their respective measurements and the common randomness, Alice and Bob
send some classical bits to Eve. Upon receiving these classical bits, Eve applies a processing operation
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on them and, then, wishes to produce an n-letter classical sequence. The objective is to construct n-
letter measurements M˜A and M˜B that minimize the classical communication and common randomness
bits while ensuring that the overall measurement induced by the action of the three parties is close to
MbnA bMbB . The problem is formally defined in the following.
Definition 2. For a given finite set Z , and a Hilbert spaceHAbHB, a distributed protocol with parameters
pn,Θ1,Θ2, Nq is characterized by
1) a collections of Alice’s POVMs M˜
pµq
A , µ P r1, N s each acting on HbnA and with outcomes in a subset
L1 satisfying |L1| ď Θ1.
2) a collections of Bob’s POVMs M˜
pµq
B , µ P r1, N s each acting on HbnB and with outcomes in a subset
L2, satisfying |L2| ď Θ2.
3) a collection of classical conditional probability distributions Ppµqpzn|l1, l2q for all l1 P L1, l2 P L2,
zn P Zn and µ P r1, N s.
The overall POVM of this distributed protocol, given by M˜AB , is characterized by the following operators:
Λ˜zn “∆ 1
N
ÿ
µ,l1,l2
P
pµqpzn|l1, l2q ΛA,pµql1 b Λ
B,pµq
l2
, @zn P Zn, (4)
where Λ
A,pµq
l1
and Λ
B,pµq
l2
are the operators corresponding to the POVMs M˜
pµq
A and M˜
pµq
B , respectively.
In the above definition, pΘ1,Θ2q determines the amount of classical bits communicated from Alice
and Bob to Eve. The amount of common randomness is determined by N , and µ can be viewed as the
common randomness bits distributed among the parties. The classical stochastic mappings induced by
P
pµq represent the action of Eve on the received classical bits.
Definition 3. Given a POVM MAB acting on HA bHB , and a density operator ρAB P DpHA bHBq,
a triplet pR1, R2, Cq is said to be achievable, if for all ǫ ą 0 and for all sufficiently large n, there exists
a distributed protocol with parameters pn,Θ1,Θ2, Nq such that its overall POVM M˜AB is ǫ-faithful to
MAB (see Definition 1), and
1
n
log2Θi ď Ri ` ǫ, i “ 1, 2,
1
n
log2N ď C ` ǫ.
Theorem 2. Given a POVM MAB “ tΛABz u acting on HA b HB and a density operator ρAB P
DpHA bHBq, a triplet pR1, R2, Cq is achievable if there exist POVMs M¯A “ tΛ¯Au u and M¯B “ tΛ¯Bv u
forming the decomposition
ΛABz “
ÿ
u,v
PZ|U,V pz|u, vqΛ¯Au b Λ¯Bv , @z,
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such that the following inequalities are satisfied:
R1 ě IpU ;RBqσ1 ´ IpU ;V qσ3 , (5a)
R2 ě IpV ;RAqσ2 ´ IpU ;V qσ3 , (5b)
R1 `R2 ě IpU ;RBqσ1 ` IpV ;RAqσ2 ´ IpU ;V qσ3 , (5c)
C `R1 `R2 ě SpU, V qσ3 , C `R1 ě SpU |V qσ3 , C `R2 ě SpV |Uqσ3 , (5d)
where the information quantities are computed for the auxiliary states σRUB1 “∆ pidRbM¯AbidBqpΨρABRABq,
σRAV2 “∆ pidR b idA b M¯BqpΨρABRABq, and σRUV3 “∆ pidR b M¯A b M¯BqpΨρABRABq.1 ,2
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix A.
Let us consider the regime where the sum rate pR1 ` R2q is at its minimum achievable, i.e., equa-
tion (5c) is active. This requires the largest amount of common randomness, given by the constraint
C ě SpU |RBqσ1 ` SpV |RAqσ2 . Fig. 2 demonstrates the region in Theorem 2 in terms of the quantum
information quantities. It also shows the gains achieved by employing such an approach as opposed to
independently compressing the two sources ρA and ρB .
Next, let us consider the regime where C “ 0. This implies the following constraints on the rates:
R1 ě SpU |V qσ3 , R2 ě SpV |Uqσ3 , R1 `R2 ě SpU, V qσ3 .
This regime corresponds to the quantum measurement MA bMB followed by classical Slepian-Wolf
compression.
A. Proof Techniques
Binning for POVMs: We introduce a quantum-counterpart of the classical binning technique used
to prove Theorem 2. Here, we describe this technique.
Consider a POVMM with observables tΛα1 ,Λα2 , ..,ΛαN u. Given K for which N is divisible, partition
r1, N s into K equal bins and for each i P r1,Ks , let Bpiq denote the ith bin. The binned POVM M˜ is
given by the collection of operators tΛ˜β1 , Λ˜β2 , .., Λ˜βK u where Λ˜βi is defined as
Λ˜βi “
ÿ
jPBpiq
Λαj .
1Although, in the problem formulation the action Eve is to produce a classical reconstruction, the mutual information
quantities are defined for quantum reconstructions. This is done to have a compact representation of the rate-region. An alternative
equivalent representation of the rate-region can be obtained in terms of Holevo information.
2Note that SpUqσ1 “ SpUqσ3 and SpV qσ2 “ SpV qσ3 .
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Fig. 2. The achievable rate region is depicted for two different schemes with at least SpU |RBqσ1 ` SpV |RAqσ2 amount
of common randomness. The Naive compression scheme is where each quantum source is independently compressed, while
the other scheme, in order to exploit the correlation among the measurement outcomes, bins the POVMs before applying the
measurements. As a result, the rate achieved by the latter is lower than the naive compression which translates into a larger rate
region.
Using the fact that Λαi are self-adjoint and positive @i P r1, N s and
řN
i“1 Λαi “ I , (which is because
M is a POVM); it follows that M˜ is a valid POVM.
Mutual Packing Lemma for POVMs: Another technique used to prove Theorem 2 is a quantum
version of mutual packing lemma. In what follows, we describe the mutual packing lemma for quantum
measurements. For a Hilbert Space HAB consider a POVM of the form MAbMB , where pMA,MBq are
two POVMs each acting on one sub-system. The operators for MA and MB are denoted, respectively,
by ΛAu P BpHAq, u P U and ΛBv P BpHBq, v P V , where U and V are finite sets. Fix a joint-distribution
PUV on the set of all outcomes U ˆ V . Fix rates r1, r2 ą 0. For each l P r1, 2nr1 s, let Unplq be a
random sequence generated according to
śn
i“1 PU . Similarly, let V
npkq be a random sequence distributed
according to
śn
i“1 PV , where k P r1, 2nr2 s. Suppose Unplq’s and V npkq’s are independent. Define the
following random operators:
Aun “∆ |tl : Unplq “ unu|ΛAun , Bvn “∆ |tk : V npkq “ vnu|ΛBvn
where ΛAun “
Â
i Λ
A
ui and Λ
B
vn “
Â
i Λ
B
vi .
Lemma 2. For any ǫ ą 0 and sufficiently large n, with high probability
}
ÿ
pun,vnqPT pnqδ pU,V q
Aun bBvn}8 ď ǫ (6)
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provided that r1 ` r2 ă IpU ;V q ´ δpǫq.
Proof. From the triangle-inequality and the definition of Aun and Bvn , the norm in the lemma does not
exceed the following
ÿ
l,k
ÿ
pun,vnqPT pnqδ pU,V q
1tUnplq “ un, V npkq “ vnu}ΛAun b ΛBvn}8
ď
ÿ
l,k
PtpUnplq, V npkqq P T pnqδ pU, V qu
where the last inequality holds since ΛAun b ΛBvn ď I . The proof completes from the classical mutual
packing lemma.
IV. QUANTUM-TO-CLASSICAL (Q-C) DISTRIBUTED RATE DISTORTION THEORY
As an application of the above theorem on faithful simulation of distributed measurements (Theorem
2), we investigate the distributed extension of quantum-to-classical (q-c) rate distortion coding [3]. This
problem is a quantum counterpart of the classical distributed source coding. In this setting, many copies
of a bipartite quantum information source ρAB P DpHAbHBq are generated. Alice and Bob have access
to the partial trace of the copies denoted by ρA and ρB , respectively; each performs a measurement on
their copies and sends the classical outputs to Eve. The objective of Eve is to produce a reconstruction of
the source ρAB within a targeted distortion threshold which is measured by a given distortion observable.
To this end, upon receiving the classical bits sent by Alice and Bob, a reconstruction state is produced
by Eve.
A. Problem Formulation
We first formulate this problem as follows. For any quantum information source ρAB P DpHAbHBq,
denote its purification by Ψ
ρAB
RAB .
Definition 4. A q-c source coding setup is characterized by a purified quantum information source
Ψ
ρAB
RAB P DpHR b HA b HBq, a reconstruction Hilbert space HXˆ , and a distortion observable ∆ P
BpHR bHXˆq which satisfies ∆ ě 0.
Next, we formulate the action of Alice, Bob and Eve by the following definition.
Definition 5. An pn,Θ1,Θ2q q-c protocol for a given input and reconstruction Hilbert spaces pHAbHB,
H
Xˆ
q is defined by POVMsM pnqA andM pnqB acting onHbnA andHbnB with Θ1 and Θ2 number of outcomes,
respectively, and a set of reconstruction states Si,j P DpHbn
Xˆ
q for all i P r1 : Θ1s, j P r1 : Θ2s.
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The overall action of Alice, Bob and Eve, as a q-c protocol, on a quantum source ρAB is denoted by
the following operation
N
AnBn ÞÑXˆn : ρ
bn
AB ÞÑ
ÿ
i,j
TrtpΛAi b ΛBj qρbnABu Si,j, (7)
where tΛAi u and tΛBj u are, respectively, the operators of the POVMs M pnqA and M pnqB . With this notation
and given a q-c source coding setup as in Definition 4, the distortion of a pn “ 1,Θ1,Θ2q q-c protocol
is measured as
dpρAB ,NAB ÞÑXˆq “∆ Tr
 
∆
`pidR bNAB ÞÑXˆqpΨρABRABq˘( .
For an n-letter protocol, we use symbol-wise average distortion observable defined as
∆pnq “
1
n
nÿ
i“1
∆
RiXˆi
b Ibrnszi
RXˆ
, (8)
where ∆
RiXˆi
is understood as the observable ∆ acting on the ith instance space HRi b HXˆi of the
n-letter space HbnR bHbnXˆ . With this notation, the distortion for an pn,Θ1,Θ2q q-c protocol is given by
d¯pρbnAB ,NAnBn ÞÑXˆnq “∆ Tr
!
∆pnqpid bN
AnBn ÞÑXˆnqpΨρABRnAnBnq
)
,
where Ψ
ρAB
RnAnBn is the n-fold tensor product of Ψ
ρAB
RAB which is the given purification of the source.
The authors in [3] studied the point-to-point version of the above formulation. They considered a
special distortion observable of the form ∆ “ ř
xˆPXˆ ∆xˆ b |xˆyxxˆ| , where ∆xˆ ě 0 acts on the reference
Hilbert space and Xˆ is the reconstruction alphabet. In this paper, we allow ∆ to be any non-negative
and bounded operator acting on the appropriate Hilbert spaces. Moreover, we allow for the use of any
c-q reconstruction mapping as the action of Eve.
Definition 6. For a q-c source coding setup, a rate-distortion triplet (R1, R2,D) is said to be achievable,
if for all ǫ ą 0 and all sufficiently large n, there exists an pn,Θ1,Θ2q q-c protocol satisfying
1
n
log2Θi ď Ri ` ǫ, i “ 1, 2,
d¯pρbnAB ,NAnBn ÞÑXˆnq ď D ` ǫ,
where N
AnBn ÞÑXˆn is defined as in (7). The set of all achievable rate-distortion triplets pR1, R2,Dq is
called the achievable rate-distortion region.
Our objective is to characterize the achievable rate-distortion region using single-letter information
quantities.
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B. Inner Bound
Theorem 3. For a q-c source coding setup with a purified source Ψ
ρAB
RAB P DpHR b HA b HBq,
and distortion observable ∆ acting on HR b HXˆ , any rate-distortion triplet pR1, R2,Dq satisfying
the following inequalities is achievable
R1 ě IpU ;RBqσ1 ´ IpU ;V qσ3 ,
R2 ě IpV ;RAqσ2 ´ IpU ;V qσ3 ,
R1 `R2 ě IpU ;RBqσ1 ` IpV ;RAqσ2 ´ IpU ;V qσ3 ,
D ě dpρAB ,NAB ÞÑXˆq
for some POVMs MA “∆ tΛAu uuPU , MB “∆ tΛBv uvPV acting on HA b HB , and reconstruction states
tSu,vu with each state in DpHXˆq. The quantum mutual information quantities are computed according
to the auxiliary states σRUB1 “∆ pidR b MA b idBqpΨρABRABq, σRAV2 “∆ pidR b idA b MBqpΨρABRABq,
and σRUV3 “∆ pidR b MA b MBqpΨρABRABq, where pU, V q represents the output of MA b MB , and
N
AB ÞÑXˆ : ρAB ÞÑ
ř
u,v TrtpΛAu b ΛBv qρABu Su,v.
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 2. Fix POVMs pMA,MBq and reconstruction states Su,v as
in the statement of the theorem. Let N
AB ÞÑXˆ be the mapping corresponding to these POVMs and the
reconstruction states. Then, dpρAB ,NAB ÞÑXˆq ď D. According to Theorem 2, for any ǫ ą 0, there exists
an pn, 2nR1 , 2nR2 , Nq distributed protocol for ǫ-faithful simulation of MA bMB on ρAB such that pR1,
R2q satisfies the inequalities in (5) for M¯A “ MA and M¯B “ MB . Let M˜ pµqA , M˜ pµqB , µ P r1 : N s and
P
pµq be the POVM’s and the conditional probability distributions of this protocol with Z “ U ˆ V . We
use these POVM’s and mappings to construct a q-c protocol for distributed source coding.
For each µ P r1 : N s, consider the q-c protocol with parameters Θi “ 2nRi , i “ 1, 2, and POVMs
M˜
pµq
A , M˜
pµq
B . Moreover, we use n-length reconstruction states Si,j “∆
ř
un,vn P
pµqpun, vn|i, jqSun,vn , where
Sun,vn “ biSui,vi . Further, let the corresponding mappings be denoted as N˜ pµqAnBn ÞÑXˆn . With this notation,
for the average of these random protocols, the following bounds hold:
1
N
ÿ
µ
d¯pρbnAB , N˜ pµqAnBn ÞÑXˆnq “
1
N
ÿ
µ
Tr
!
∆pnqpid b N˜ pµq
AnBn ÞÑXˆnqΨ
ρAB
RnAnBn
)
“ Tr
!
∆pnqpid bNbn
AB ÞÑXˆqΨ
ρAB
RnAnBn
)
` Tr
!
∆pnqpid b pNbn
AB ÞÑXˆ ´ N˜AnBn ÞÑXˆnqqΨ
ρAB
RnAnBn
)
ď Tr  ∆ `pidR bNAB ÞÑXˆqpΨρABRnAnBnq˘(` }∆pnqpidb pNbnAB ÞÑXˆ ´ N˜AnBn ÞÑXˆnqqΨρABRnAnBn}1
ď D ` }∆pnq}8}pid b pNbn
AB ÞÑXˆ ´ N˜AnBn ÞÑXˆnqqΨ
ρAB
RnAnBn}1
ď D ` }∆pnq}8}pid b pMbnA bMbnB ´ M˜ABqqΨρABRnAnBn}1
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ď D ` ǫ}∆}8,
where N˜
AB ÞÑXˆ is the average of N˜
pµq
AB ÞÑXˆ , and M˜AB is the overall POVM of the underlying distributed
protocol as given in (4). The first inequaliy holds by the fact that |TrtAu| ď ‖A‖1. The second inequality
follows by Lemma 3 given in the sequel. The third inequality is due to the monotonicity of the trace-
distance [9] with respect to the quantum channel given by id b Lbn
UV ÞÑXˆ , where
L
UV ÞÑXˆpωq “∆
ÿ
u,v
xu, v|ω |u, vySu,v.
The last inequality follows by Theorem 2, and the fact that }∆pnq}8 ď }∆}8. This completes the proof
of the theorem, since ∆ is a bounded operator.
Lemma 3. For any operator A and B acting on a Hilbert space H the following inequalities hold.
}BA}1 ď }B}8}A}1, and }AB}1 ď }B}8}A}1.
Proof. According to Theorem 1.3 in [10], A has a polar decomposition of the form A “ U |A|, where U
is a unitary operator and |A| “
?
A:A. As |A| is a positive semi-definite operator, it has an eigenvalue
decomposition of the form |A| “ řdi“1 λi |φiyxφi|, where λi ě 0. From triangle-inequality we have
}BA}1 “ }BU |A|}1 ď
ÿ
i
λi}BU |φiyxφi| }1 “
ÿ
i
λiTr
b
|φiyxφi|U :B:BU |φiyxφi|
“
ÿ
i
λi
b
xφi|U :B:BU |φiy “
ÿ
i
λi}BU |φiy }
ď
ÿ
i
}B}8λi “ }B}8}A}1,
where the last inequality holds by the definition of } ¨ }8 and the fact that U is unitary. For the second
statement of the lemma we have
}AB}1 ď
ÿ
i
λi}U |φiyxφi|B}1 “
ÿ
i
λiTr
b
B: |φiyxφi|U :U |φiyxφi|B
“
ÿ
i
λi Tr
b
B: |φiyxφi|B.
Let |ψiy “∆ B|φiy}B|φiy} . Then
Tr
a
B |φiyxφi|B “ }B |φiy }Tr
!a
|ψiyxψi|
)
“ }B |φiy } ď }B}8.
Therefore, we obtain }AB}1 ď
ř
i }B}8λi “ }B}8}A}1.
One can observe that the rate-region in Theorem 3 matches in form with the classical Berger-Tung
region when ρAB is a mixed state of a collection of orthogonal pure states. Note that the rate-region is an
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inner bound for the set of all achievable rates. The single-letter characterization of the set of achievable
rates is still an open problem even in the classical setting. Some progress has been made recently on this
problem which provides an improvements over Berger-Tung rate region [11].
C. Outer Bound
In this section, we provide an outer bound for the achievable rate-distortion region.
Theorem 4. Given a q-c source coding setup with a purified source Ψ
ρAB
RAB P DpHR bHA bHBq, and
distortion observable ∆ acting on HRbHXˆ . If any triplet pR1, R2,Dq is achievable, then the following
inequalities must be satisfied
R1 ě IpW1;R|W2, Qqσ, (9a)
R2 ě IpW2;R|W1, Qqσ, (9b)
R1 `R2 ě IpW1,W2;R|Qqσ, (9c)
D ě Trt∆
RXˆ
σRXˆu, (9d)
where the state σW1W2RQXˆ can be written as
σW1W2QRXˆ “ pid bN
AB ÞÑW1W2QXˆqpΨ
ρAB
RABq,
where Q represents an auxiliary quantum state, and N
AB ÞÑW1W2QXˆ is a quantum test channel such that
IpR;Qqσ “ 0.
Proof. Suppose the triplet pR1, R2,Dq is achievable. Then, from Definition 6, for all ǫ ą 0, there exists
an pn,Θ1,Θ2q q-c protocol satisfying the inequalities in the Definition. Let MA “∆ tΛAl1u, MB “∆ tΛBl2 u
and Sl1,l2 P DpHXˆbnq be the corresponding POVMs and reconstruction states. Let L1, L2 denote the
outcomes of the measurements. Then, for Alice’s rate, we obtain
npR1 ` ǫq ě HpL1q ě HpL1|L2q
ě IpL1;Rn|L2qτ
“
nÿ
j“1
IpL1;Rj |L2, Rj´1qτ
where the state τ is defined as
τL1L2R
nXˆn “∆
ÿ
l1,l2
|l1, l2yxl1, l2|b TrAnBn
!
pid b ΛAl1 b ΛBl2 qΨρABRnAnBn
)
b Sl1,l2 .
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Note that for each j the corresponding mutual information above is defined for a state in the Hilbert
space HL1 b HL2 b HbjR . Next, we convert the above summation into a single-letter quantum mutual
information term. For that we proceed with defining a new Hilbert space using direct-sum operation.
Let us recall the direct-sum of Hilbert spaces [12]. Consider a tuple of Hilbert spacesHk, k “ 1, 2, . . . ,
n with inner products x¨|¨yk. Define
Àn
k“1Hk as the collection of tuples of vectors p|xy1 , |xy2 , . . . , |xynq.
The inner product of two tuples p|xy1 , |xy2 , . . . , |xynq and p|yy1 , |yy2 , . . . , |yynq is given by the sum
of inner products of the components, i.e.,
řn
k“1 xxk|ykyk. A linear operator in this space is a tuple of
operators given by pA1, A2, . . . , Anq, where Ak operates on Hk, and TrpAq “
řn
k“1TrpAiq. A state inÀn
k“1Hk is denoted conventionally as
Àn
k“1 |xyk. Similarly, a linear operator in this space is written in
the form A “Ànk“1Ak.
With this definition, consider the following single-letterization:
nÿ
j“1
IpL1;Rj |L2, Rj´1qτ “ nIpL1;R|L2, Qqσ,
where the state σ is defined below
σL1L2RQXˆ “∆
ÿ
l1,l2
1
n
|l1, l2yxl1, l2|b
´ nà
j“1
`
TrRnj`1AnBn
!
pidb ΛAl1 b ΛBl2 qΨρABRnAnBn
)
b |jyxj|b Tr
Xˆ„j
tSl1,l2u
˘¯
. (10)
where Tr
Xˆ„j denotes tracing over pXˆbj´1b Xˆbnj`1q, and Q “∆ pRJ´1, Jq, and J is an averaging random
variable which is uniformly distributed over r1 : ns. We elaborate on the Hilbert space associated with
Q as follows.
Suppose t|φiyuiPI is an orthonormal basis for HR. Then, a basis for HbkR is given by
|φiky “∆ |φi1y b |φi2y b ¨ ¨ ¨ b |φiky ,
for all ik P Ik. Consider the direct-sum of the Hilbert spacesÀnk“1HbkR . Consider the Hilbert spaceHJb
pÀnk“1HbkR q. With this definition, define HQ, as the Hilbert space which is spanned by |jyb|φipj´1qy , for
all j P r1, ns and ipj´1q P Ipj´1q. Therefore, HQ is isometrically isomorphic to the direct-sum
À
kH
bk
R .
Note that HQ can be viewed as a multi-particle Hilbert space.
Similarly, for Bob’s rate we have
R2 ` ǫ ě IpL2;R|L1, Qqσ .
For the sum-rate, the following inequalities hold
npR1 `R2 ` 2ǫq ě HpL1, L2q ě IpL1, L2;Rnqτ
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“
nÿ
j“1
IpL1, L2;Rj |Rj´1qτ
“ nIpL1, L2;R|Qqσ
In addition, the distortion of this q-c protocol satisfies d¯pρbnAB ,NAnBn ÞÑXˆnq ď D`ǫ, where NAnBn ÞÑXˆn is
the quantum channel associated with the protocol. Therefore, as the distortion observable is symbol-wise
additive, we obtain
D ` ǫ ě 1
n
nÿ
j“1
Tr
!´
∆
RjXˆj
b Ibrnszj
RXˆ
¯
pidbN
AnBn ÞÑXˆnqpΨρABRnAnBnq
)
“ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
Tr
!´
∆
RjXˆj
b IRj´1
1
b I
Rnj`1Xˆ„j
¯
pidbN
AnBn ÞÑXˆnqpΨρABRnAnBnq
)
“ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
Tr
!´
∆
RjXˆj
b IRj´11
¯´
Tr
Rnj`1Xˆ„j
tpid bN
AnBn ÞÑXˆnqpΨρABRnAnBnqu
¯)
paq“ Trtp∆b IQqσRQXˆu,
where the third equality holds, because of the following argument. From (10), one can show by partially
tracing over pL1, L2q, that
σRQXˆ “ TrL1,L2tσL1L2RQXˆu “
à
j
1
n
|jyxj|b Tr
Rnj`1Xˆ„j
tpid bN
AnBn ÞÑXˆnqpΨρABRnAnBnqu, (11)
and IQ “∆
Àn
j“1
`
I
bpj´1q
R b |jyxj|
˘
. Then, IQ is the identity operator acting on HQ. Therefore, the
right-hand side of the equality paq above can be written as
Trtp∆
RXˆ
b IQqσRQXˆu “ Tr
!
∆
RXˆ
σRXˆ
)
.
Let us identify the single-letter quantum test channel as given in the statement of the theorem. First,
due to the distributive property of tensor product over direct sum operation, we can rewrite σL1L2RQXˆ
as
σL1L2RQXˆ “∆´ nà
j“1
1
n
ÿ
l1,l2
|l1, l2yxl1, l2|b
`
TrRnj`1AnBn
!
pidb ΛAl1 b ΛBl2 qΨρABRnAnBn
)
b |jyxj|b Tr
Xˆ„j
tSl1,l2u
˘¯
.
Next, we identify a quantum channel N
AB ÞÑL1L2QXˆ : ρAB ÞÑ σL1L2QXˆ . For that and for any j define
the following intermediate quantum channels:
N
pjq
AB ÞÑL1L2Rpj´1qXˆpωABq “
∆
ÿ
l1,l2
|l1, l2yxl1, l2|b
`
TrRnj`1AnBn
!
pidR„j b ΛAl1 b ΛBl2 qpωAB b Ejq
)
b Tr
Xˆ„j
tSl1,l2u
˘
,
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where Ej “ ΨρABpRABq„j . One can verify that N
pjq
AB ÞÑL1L2Rpj´1qXˆ is indeed a quantum channel. With these
definitions, let
N
AB ÞÑL1L2QXˆpωABq “
∆
à
j
1
n
´
N
pjq
AB ÞÑL1L2Rpj´1qXˆpωABq b |jyxj|
¯
.
Using the property of direct-sum operation, one can verify that N
AB ÞÑL1L2QXˆ is a valid quantum channel,
moreover,
σL1L2RQXˆ “ pid bN
AB ÞÑL1L2QXˆqpΨ
ρAB
RABq.
Lastly, we show that the condition IpR;Qqσ “ 0 is also satisfied. By taking the partial trace of σ over
pL1, L2, Xˆq we obtain the following state
σRQ “ Tr
L1L2Xˆ
pσL1L2RQXˆq “
nà
j“1
1
n
ÿ
l1,l2
´
TrRnj`1AnBn
!
pid b ΛAl1 b ΛBl2 qΨρABRnAnBn
)¯
b |jyxj|
“
nà
j“1
1
n
´
TrRnj`1AnBn
!
Ψ
ρAB
RnAnBn
)¯
b |jyxj|
“
nà
j“1
1
n
´
TrABtΨρABRABu
¯bj b |jyxj|
“ TrABtΨρABRABu b
˜
nà
j“1
1
n
´
TrABtΨρABRABu
¯bpj´1q
b |jyxj|
¸
,
where the last equality is due to the distributive property of tensor product over direct sum operation.
Hence, σRQ is in a tensor product of the form σR b σQ, and therefore, IpR;Qqσ “ 0.
V. CONCLUSION
We established a distributed measurement compression theory. A set of communication rate-pairs and
common randomness rate is characterized for faithful simulation of distributed measurements. We further
investigated distributed quantum-to-classical rate-distortion theory and provide an inner-bound and an
outer bound for that.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Assume that the operators of the original POVM MAB are decomposed as
ΛABz “
ÿ
u,v
PZ|U,V pz|u, vqΛ¯Au b Λ¯Bv , @z, (12)
for some POVMs M¯A and M¯B with operators denoted by tΛ¯Au : u P Uu and tΛ¯Bv : v P Vu, respectively,
where U ,V are two finite sets. The proof follows by constructing a protocol for faithful simulation of
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M¯A b M¯B . We start by generating the canonical ensembles corresponding to M¯A and M¯B , given by
tλAu , ρˆAu uuPU , tλBv , ρˆBv uvPV , and tλABuv , ρˆABuv upu,vqPUˆV , where
λAu “∆ TrtΛ¯Au ρAu, λBv “∆ TrtΛ¯Bv ρBu, λABuv “∆ TrtpΛ¯Au b Λ¯Bv qρABu,
ρˆAu “∆
1
λAu
?
ρAΛ¯
A
u
?
ρA, ρˆ
B
v “∆
1
λYv
?
ρBΛ¯
B
v
?
ρB , ρˆ
AB
uv “∆
1
λABuv
?
ρABpΛ¯Au b Λ¯Bv q
?
ρAB
where ρA “ TrBtρABu and ρB “ TrAtρABu. Note that tλABuv u is a joint probability distribution on
UˆV with tλAu u and tλBv u as the marginals. With this notation, corresponding to each of the probability
distributions, we can associate a δ-typical set. Let us denote T
pnq
δ pAq, T pnqδ pBq and T pnqδ pABq as the
δ-typical sets defined for tλAu u, tλBv u and tλABuv u, respectively.
Let ΠρA and ΠρB denote the δ-typical projectors (as in [10]) for marginal density operators ρA and
ρB , respectively. Also, for any u
n P Un and vn P Vn, let ΠAun and ΠBvn denote the conditional typical
projectors (as in [10]) for the canonical ensembles tλAu , ρˆAu u and tλBv , ρˆBv u, respectively. For each un P Un
and vn P Vn define
ΛA
1
un “ ΠρAΠAun ρˆAunΠAunΠρA , ΛB
1
vn “ ΠρBΠBvn ρˆBvnΠBvnΠρB , (13)
where ρˆAun “∆
Â
i ρˆ
A
ui
and ρˆBvn “∆
Â
i ρˆ
B
vi
.
Let Un and V n be random sequences generated independently and according to
PpUn “ unq “ λ
A
un
1´ ε, @u
n P T pnqδ pAq, (14)
PpV n “ vnq “ λ
B
vn
1´ ε1 , @v
n P T pnqδ pBq, (15)
and PpUn “ unq “ PpV n “ vnq “ 0 for any un R T pnqδ pAq and vn R T pnqδ pBq. Note that |T pnqδ pAq| ď
2npSpρAq`δ1q and |T pnqδ pBq| ď 2npSpρBq`δ2q for some δ1, δ2 P p0, 1q and for all sufficiently large n. Here
ε ą 0 and ε1 ą 0 are chosen such that PpT pnqδ pAqq “ PpT pnqδ pBqq “ 1. From properties of typical sets,
ε and ε1 can be made arbitrary small for large enough n. With the notation above, define σA1 “∆ ErΛA1Uns
and σB
1 “∆ ErΛB1V ns, where the expectation is taken with respect to Un and V n, respectively. Let ΠˆA and
ΠˆB be the projectors onto the subspaces spanned by the eigen-states of σA
1
and σB
1
corresponding to
eigenvalues that are larger than ǫ2´npSpρAq`δ1q and ǫ2´npSpρBq`δ2q, respectively. Lastly, define
ΛAun “∆ ΠˆAΛA
1
unΠˆ
A and σA “∆ ErΛAUns, (16)
ΛBvn “∆ ΠˆBΛB
1
vnΠˆ
B and σB “∆ ErΛBV ns. (17)
A. Construction of Random POVMs
In what follows, we construct two random POVMs one for each encoder. Fix a positive integer N
and positive real numbers R˜1 and R˜2 satisfying R˜1 ă SpUqσ3 and R˜2 ă SpV qσ3 , where σ3 is given
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in the statement of the theorem. For each µ P r1, N s, randomly and independently select 2nR˜1 and
2nR˜2 sequences according to PUn and PV n (as in (14) and (15)), respectively. Let pUn,pµqplq, V n,pµqpkqq
represent the randomly selected sequences for each µ, where l P r1, 2nR˜1 s and k P r1, 2nR˜2 s. Construct
operators
A
pµq
un “∆ γpµqun
ˆ?
ρA
´1ΛAun
?
ρA
´1
˙
and B
pµq
vn “∆ ζpµqvn
ˆ?
ρB
´1ΛBvn
?
ρB
´1
˙
(18)
where
γ
pµq
un “∆
1´ ε
1` η2
´nR˜1 |tl : Un,pµqplq “ unu| and ζpµqvn “∆
1´ ε1
1` η 2
´nR˜2 |tk : V n,pµqpkq “ vnu|, (19)
where η P p0, 1q is a parameter to be determined. Then, for each µ P r1, N s construct M pn,µq1 and M pn,µq2
as in the following
M
pn,µq
1 “∆ tApµqun : un P T pnqδ pAqu, M pn,µq2 “∆ tBpµqvn : vn P T pnqδ pBqu. (20)
As a first step, one can show that with probability sufficiently close to one, M
pn,µq
1 and M
pn,µq
2 form
sub-POVMs for all µ P r1, N s. More precisely the following Lemma holds.
Lemma 4. For any positive integer N , and ε, ε1, η P p0, 1q, as in (19), and any ζ P p0, 1q, there exists
npε, ε1, η, ζq such that for all n ě npε, ε1, η, ζq, the collection of operators M pn,µq1 and M pn,µq2 form
sub-POVMs for all µ P r1, N s with probability at least p1´ ζq, provided that
R˜1 ą IpU ;RBqσ1 , and R˜2 ą IpV ;RAqσ2 ,
where σ1, σ2 are defined as in the statement of the theorem. In addition, if
1
n
log2N ` R˜1 ě SpUqσ1 ` δ1,
1
n
log2N ` R˜2 ě SpV qσ2 ` δ2 (21)
then with probability at least p1´ ζq the collection of average operators M pnqi “∆ 1N
ř
µM
pn,µq
i , i “ 1, 2
are sub-POVMs and they are ǫ-faithful to MA and MB , respectively.
Proof. The proof uses a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 in [5]. Hence it is omitted.
B. Binning of POVMs
We introduce the quantum counterpart of the so-called binning technique which has been widely used in
the context of classical distributed source coding. Fix binning rates pR1, R2q. For each sequence un P Un
assign an index from r1, 2nR1 s randomly and uniformly. The assignments for different sequences are
done independently. A similar random and independent assignment is done for all vn P Vn with indices
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chosen from r1, 2nR2 s. For each i P r1, 2nR1 s and j P r1, 2nR2 s, let B1piq and B2pjq denote the ith and
the jth bins, respectively. Define the following operators:
Γ
A,pµq
i “∆
ÿ
unPB1piq
A
pµq
un , and Γ
B,pµq
j “∆
ÿ
vnPB2pjq
B
pµq
vn ,
for all i P r1, 2nR1 s and j P r1, 2nR2 s. The above operators generate the following POVMs
M
pn,µq
A “∆ tΓA,pµqi uiPr1,2nR1 s, M pn,µqB “∆ tΓB,pµqj ujPr1,2nR2 s (22)
Note that if M
pn,µq
1 and M
pn,µq
2 are sub-POVMs, then so are M
pn,µq
A and M
pn,µq
B . This is due to the
relations ÿ
i
Γ
A,pµq
i “
ÿ
un
A
pµq
un , and
ÿ
j
Γ
B,pµq
j “
ÿ
vn
B
pµq
vn .
We use the completion rM pn,µqA s and rM pn,µqB s as the POVMs for each encoder. Note that the index i “ 0
and j “ 0 are used, respectively, for ΓA,pµq0 “ I ´
ř
i Γ
A,pµq
i and Γ
B,pµq
0 “ I ´
ř
j Γ
B,pµq
j . Note that the
effect of the binning is in reducing the communication rates from pR˜1, R˜2q to pR1, R2q.
C. Decoder mapping
Note that the operators A
pµq
un b Bpµqvn are used to simulate M¯A b M¯B . The binning can be viewed
as partitioning of the set of classical outcomes into bins. Suppose an outcome pUn, V nq occurred after
the measurement. Then, if the bins are small enough, one might be able to recover the outcomes by
knowing the bin numbers. For that we will create a decoder that takes as an input a pair of bin numbers
and produces a pair of sequences pUn, V nq. More precisely, we define a mapping F pµq acting on the
outputs of rM pn,µqA sbrM pn,µqB s as follows. Let Cpµq denote the codebook containing all pairs of codewords
pUn,pµqplq, V n,pµqpkqq. For each µ and bin numbers pi, jq, let us define
D
pµq
i,j “∆ tpun, vnq P Cpµq : pun, vnq P T pnqδ pABq and pun, vnq P B1piq ˆ B2pjqu. (23)
For i P r1 : 2nR1s and j P r1, 2nR2 s define the function F pµqpi, jq “ pun, vnq if pun, vnq is the only
element of D
pµq
i,j ; otherwise F
pµqpi, jq “ pun0 , vn0 q, where pun0 , vn0 q are arbitrary sequences. Further, F pµqpi,
jq “ pun0 , vn0 q for i “ 0 or j “ 0. With this mapping, the resulted POVM is denoted by M˜ pnqAB with the
following operators
Λ˜un,vn “∆ 1
N
Nÿ
µ“1
ÿ
pi,jq:
F pµqpi,jq“pun,vnq
Γ
A,pµq
i b ΓB,pµqj , @pun, vnq P Un ˆ Vn.
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We show that M˜
pnq
AB is a POVM that is ǫ-faithful to the intermediate POVM M¯A b M¯B. For faithful
simulation of the original POVM MAB , we apply the stochastic mapping PZ|U,V to the classical outputs
of M˜
pnq
AB . More precisely, we construct the POVM Mˆ
pnq
AB with the following operators:
ΛˆABzn “
ÿ
un,vn
PnZ|U,V pzn|un, vnqΛ˜un,vn , @zn P Zn.
D. Trace Distance
In what follows, we show that Mˆ
pnq
AB is ǫ-faithful (according to Definition 1) to MAB, where ǫ ą 0
can be made arbitrarily small. More precisely, we show that, with probability sufficiently close to 1,
ÿ
zn
}
b
ρbnAB
´
Λzn ´ Λˆzn
¯b
ρbnAB}1 ď ǫ. (24)
According to the decomposition of Λz , given in (12), the above inequality is equivalent to
ÿ
zn
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
ÿ
un,vn
PnZ|U,V pzn|un, vnq
ˆb
ρbnABpΛ¯Aun b Λ¯Bvn ´ Λ˜un,vnq
b
ρbnAB
˙∥∥
∥
∥
∥
1
ď ǫ.
From triangle inequality the left-hand side of the above inequality does not exceed the following
ÿ
zn
ÿ
un,vn
PnZ|U,V pzn|un, vnq
∥
∥
∥
∥
b
ρbnABpΛ¯Aun b Λ¯Bvn ´ Λ˜un,vnq
b
ρbnAB
∥
∥
∥
∥
1
“
ÿ
un,vn
∥
∥
∥
∥
b
ρbnABpΛ¯Aun b Λ¯Bvn ´ Λ˜un,vnq
b
ρbnAB
∥
∥
∥
∥
1
Hence, it is sufficient to show that the above quantity is no greater than ǫ, with probability sufficiently
close to 1. This is equivalent to showing that M˜
pnq
AB is ǫ-faithful to M¯A b M¯B . For that we prove the
alternative formulation of ǫ-faithful simulation as given in Lemma 1, i.e.,
}pid b M¯bnA b M¯bnB qpΨρRnAnBnq ´ pidb M˜ pnqABqpΨρRnAnBnq}1 ď ǫ. (25)
We characterize the conditions on pn,N,R1, R2q under which the inequality given in (25) holds. We
start by applying a triangle inequality as in the following, where the binning effect is isolated.
}pidb M¯bnA b M¯bnB qpΨρRnAnBnq ´ pid b M˜ pnqABqpΨρRnAnBnq}1
ď }pidb M¯bnA b M¯bnB qpΨρRnAnBnq ´
1
N
ÿ
µ
pid b rM pn,µq1 s b rM pn,µq2 sqpΨρRnAnBnq}1
` } 1
N
ÿ
µ
pidb rM pn,µq1 s b rM pn,µq2 sqpΨρRnAnBnq ´ pidb M˜ pnqABqpΨρRnAnBnq}1
(26)
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Next, we show that the first term in the right-hand side of (26) is sufficiently small. From triangle
inequality and by adding and subtracting 1
N
ř
µpid b rM pn,µq1 s b M¯bnB qpΨρRnAnBnq we obtain:
}pidbM¯bnA b M¯bnB qpΨρRnAnBnq ´
1
N
ÿ
µ
pid b rM pn,µq1 s b rM pn,µq2 sqpΨρRnAnBnq}1
ď }pidb M¯bnA b M¯bnB qpΨρRnAnBnq ´
1
N
ÿ
µ
pid b rM pn,µq1 s b M¯bnB qpΨρRnAnBnq}1
` } 1
N
ÿ
µ
pid b rM pn,µq1 s b M¯bnB qpΨρRnAnBnq ´
1
N
ÿ
µ
pidb rM pn,µq1 s b rM pn,µq2 sqpΨρRnAnBnq}1
(27)
We proceed with the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let ρX be the marginal of a given bipartite state ρXY corresponding to system X. Suppose,
the collection of POVMs M
pµq
X and Mˆ
pµq
X , µ P r1 : N s acting on the system X satisfies the following
trace-distance inequality for some ǫ P p0, 1q,››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
“pid bM pµqX qpΨρXRX q ´ pid b Mˆ pµqX qpΨρXRX q‰›››
1
ď ǫ,
where Ψ
ρX
RX is a purification of ρX . Then, for any set of POVMs M
pµq
Y , µ P r1 : N s acting on the system
Y , the tensor-product POVMs Mˆ
pµq
X bM pµqY and M pµqX bM pµqY acting on the system XY satisfy››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
“pid bM pµqX bM pµqY qpΨρXYR1XY q ´ pid b Mˆ pµqX bM pµqY qpΨρXYR1XY q‰›››
1
ď ǫ, (28)
for any purification Ψ
ρXY
R1XY of ρXY .
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix B-A.
Let M
pnq
i “∆ 1N
ř
µM
pn,µq
i , i “ 1, 2. From Lemma 4, with probability at least p1 ´ ζq, we have M pnq1
being ǫ-faithful to M¯A. This implies that
∥
∥
∥pidb M¯bnA qpΨρAR˜nAnq ´ pidb rM
pnq
1 sqpΨρAR˜nAnq
∥
∥
∥
1
ď ǫ,
where Ψ
ρA
R˜nAn
is the n-fold tensor product of the state Ψ
ρA
R˜A
, which is a purification for ρA. Also recall
that rM pnq1 s is the completion of the sub-POVM M pnq1 .
Next, we apply Lemma 5 with ρXY “ ρbnAB, ρX “ ρbnA ,M pµqX “ M¯bnA , Mˆ pµqX “ rM pn,µq1 s, and M pµqY “
M¯bnB , µ P r1 : N s. As a result, the following inequality holds, with probability at least p1´ ζq:
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
1
N
ÿ
µ
”
pid b M¯bnA b M¯bnB qpΨρRnAnBnq ´ pid b rM pn,µq1 s b M¯bnB qpΨρRnAnBnq
ı∥∥
∥
∥
∥
1
ď ǫ. (29)
The left-hand side of the above inequality is equals to the first term in the right-hand side of (27).
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We use a similar approach for the second term in the right-hand side of (27). From Lemma 4, with
probability at least p1´ ζq, M pnq2 is ǫ-faithful to M¯B and, hence,›››pid b M¯bnB qpΨρBRˆnBnq ´ pidb rM pnq2 sqpΨρBRˆnBnq
›››
1
ď ǫ,
where Ψ
ρB
RˆnBn
is the n-fold tensor product of Ψ
ρB
RˆB
, which is a purification for ρB . From Lemma 5, with
ρX “ ρbnB ,M pµqX “ M¯bnB , Mˆ pµqX “ rM pn,µq2 s, and M pµqY “ rM pn,µq1 s, the following inequality holds, with
probability at least p1´ ζq:››››› 1N
ÿ
µ
”
pid b rM pn,µq1 s b M¯bnB qpΨρRnAnBnq ´ pid b rM pn,µq1 s b rM pn,µq2 sqpΨρRnAnBnq
ı›››››
1
ď ǫ. (30)
The trace-norm in the left-hand side of the above inequality is equal to the second term in the right-hand
side of (27). Thus, from (29) and (30), the right-hand side of (27) does not exceed 2ǫ, that is, with
probability at least p1´ ζq,›››pidb M¯bnA b M¯bnB qpΨρRnAnBnq ´ 1N
ÿ
µ
pid b rM pn,µq1 s b rM pn,µq2 sqpΨρRnAnBnq
›››
1
ď 2ǫ. (31)
As a result of the above inequality and the trace distance bound in (26), we obtain, with probability
sufficiently close to 1, that›››pidb M¯bnA b M¯bnB qpΨρRnAnBnq ´ pid b M˜ pnqABqpΨρRnAnBnq›››
1
ď 2ǫ`
››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
pidb rM pn,µq1 s b rM pn,µq2 sqpΨρRnAnBnq ´ pidb M˜ pnqABqpΨρRnAnBnq
›››
1
(32)
In what follows, we show that the second term above is also sufficiently small. For pun, vnq P B1piqˆ
B2pjq and pun, vnq P Cpµq, define epµqpun, vnq “∆ F pµqpi, jq. For any pun, vnq R Cpµq define epµqpun,
vnq “ pu0, v0q. Note that epµq captures the overall effect of the binning followed by the decoding
function F pµq. For all un P Un and vn P Vn, let Φun,vn “ |un, vnyxun, vn|. With this notation
pidbM˜ pnqABqpΨρRnAnBnq “
1
N
ÿ
µ
ÿ
i,j
ΦF pµqpi,jq b TrABtpid b ΓA,pµqi b ΓB,pµqj qΨρRnAnBnu
“ 1
N
ÿ
µ
ÿ
i,jě1
ÿ
pun,vnqPB1piqˆB2pjq
Φepµqpun,vnq b TrABtpid bApµqun bBpµqvn qΨρRnAnBnu
` 1
N
ÿ
µ
ÿ
jě1
ÿ
vnPB2pjq
Φpun0 ,vn0 q b TrABtpid b pI ´
ÿ
un
A
pµq
un q bBpµqvn qΨρRnAnBnu
` 1
N
ÿ
µ
ÿ
iě1
ÿ
unPB1piq
Φpun0 ,vn0 q b TrABtpid bA
pµq
un b pI ´
ÿ
vn
B
pµq
vn qqΨρRnAnBnu
` 1
N
ÿ
µ
Φpun0 ,vn0 q b TrABtpid b pI ´
ÿ
un
A
pµq
un q b pI ´
ÿ
vn
B
pµq
vn qqΨρRnAnBnu,
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Note that
1
N
ÿ
µ
pidbrM pn,µq1 s b rM pn,µq2 sqpΨρRnAnBnq
“ 1
N
ÿ
µ
ÿ
un,vn
Φpun,vnq b TrABtpid bApµqun bBpµqvn qΨρRnAnBnu
` 1
N
ÿ
µ
ÿ
vn
Φpun0 ,vn0 q b TrABtpid b pI ´
ÿ
un
A
pµq
un q bBpµqvn qΨρRnAnBnu
` 1
N
ÿ
µ
ÿ
un
Φpun0 ,vn0 q b TrABtpid bA
pµq
un b pI ´
ÿ
vn
B
pµq
vn qqΨρRnAnBnu
` 1
N
ÿ
µ
Φpun0 ,vn0 q b TrABtpid b pI ´
ÿ
un
A
pµq
un q b pI ´
ÿ
vn
B
pµq
vn qqΨρRnAnBnu,
The second term on the right-hand side of (32) is bounded from above using the triangle inequality as
1
N
ÿ
µ
ÿ
un,vn
∥
∥
∥pΦpun,vnq ´ Φepµqpun,vnqq b TrAB
!
pid bApµqun bBpµqvn qΨρRnAnBn
)∥
∥
∥
1
“ 1
N
ÿ
µ
ÿ
un,vn
}Φpun,vnq ´ Φepµqpun,vnq}1 ˆ
∥
∥
∥TrAB
!
pidbApµqun bBpµqvn qΨρRnAnBn
)∥
∥
∥
1
“ 1
N
ÿ
µ
ÿ
un,vn
}Φpun,vnq ´ Φepµqpun,vnq}1 ˆ Tr
!
pid bApµqun bBpµqvn qΨρRnAnBn
)
“ 1
N
ÿ
µ
ÿ
un,vn
}Φun,vn ´Φepµqpun,vnq}1γpµqun ζpµqvn Ωun,vn
where Ωun,vn “∆ Tr
!b
ρbnA b ρbnB
´1
pΛAunbΛBvnq
b
ρbnA b ρbnB
´1
ρbn
)
. As a result of the above argument,
the right-hand side of (32) is bounded by
2ǫ` 1
N
ÿ
un,vn
ÿ
µ
γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn Ωun,vn}Φun,vn ´ Φepµqpun,vnq}1. (33)
The above summation can be divided into two summations depending whether pun, vnq P T pnqδ pABq.
Noting that }Φun,vn ´ Φepµqpun,vnq}1 ď 2, the above term does not exceed the following
2ǫ` 1
N
ÿ
µPr1,ns
pun,vnqPT nδ pABq
γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn Ωun,vn
∥
∥Φun,vn ´ Φepµqpun,vnq
∥
∥
1
` 1
N
ÿ
µPr1,ns
pun,vnqRT nδ pABq
2γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn Ωun,vn (34)
From (31) and Lemma 1, we have, with probability sufficiently close to 1, that
ÿ
pun,vnq
›››aρbn´Λ¯Aun b Λ¯Bvn ´ ` 1N
ÿ
µ
A
pµq
un bBpµqvn
˘¯a
ρbn
›››
1
ď 2ǫ. (35)
Then from triangle inequality, with probability sufficiently close to 1, for any subset E , we have››› ÿ
pun,vnqPE
a
ρbn
´
Λ¯Aun b Λ¯Bvn ´
` 1
N
ÿ
µ
A
pµq
un bBpµqvn
˘¯a
ρbn
›››
1
ď 2ǫ, (36)
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which from the fact that |TrtAu| ď ‖A‖1, implies thatˇˇˇ
Tr
! ÿ
pun,vnqPE
a
ρbn
´
Λ¯Aun b Λ¯Bvn ´
` 1
N
ÿ
µ
A
pµq
un bBpµqvn
˘¯a
ρbn
)ˇˇˇ
ď 2ǫ. (37)
As a result of this inequality and the fact that
λABun,vn “ Tr
! `
Λ¯Aun b Λ¯Bvn
˘
ρbn
)
, γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn Ωun,vn “ Tr
!
pApµqun bBpµqvn qρbn
)
,
we have with probability sufficiently close to one, for any subset E of Un ˆ Vn
ÿ
pun,vnqPE
λABun,vn ´ 2ǫ ď
1
N
ÿ
µ
ÿ
pun,vnqPE
γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn Ωun,vn ď
ÿ
pun,vnqPE
λABun,vn ` 2ǫ (38)
Therefore, the summation on non-typical sequences in (34) can be bounded, with probability sufficiently
close to one, as
1
N
ÿ
µPr1,ns
pun,vnqRT nδ pABq
2γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn Ωun,vn ď 2
ÿ
pun,vnqRT nδ pABq
λABun,vn ` 4ǫ “ 4ǫ` 2ε2, (39)
where ε2 “∆ 1´ PpT nδ pABqq which, from the properties of typical sets, can be made arbitrary small for
large enough n. Next, we bound the summation on typical sequences in (34). From the definition of
γ
pµq
un and ζ
pµq
vn , such a summation equals to
p1´ εqp1 ´ ε1q
p1` ηq2N 2
´npR˜1`R˜2q ÿ
pun,vnqPTδ
ÿ
µ
ÿ
l,k
1tUn,pµqplq “ un, V n,pµqpkq “ vnuΩun,vn}Φun,vn´Φepµqpun,vnq}1.
(40)
For any pun, vnq, the norm-1 above can be bounded from above by the following
2ˆ 1
"
Dpu˜n, v˜n, i, jq :pun, vnq P B1piq ˆ B2pjq,
pu˜n, v˜nq P CpµqŞ T pnqδ pABq, pu˜n, v˜nq P B1piq ˆ B2pjq, pu˜n, v˜nq ‰ pun, vnq
*
Denote such an indicator function by 1pµqpun, vnq. Therefore, (40) is bounded by
Spnq “∆ p1´ εqp1 ´ ε
1q
p1` ηq2 2
´npR˜1`R˜2qÿ
l,k
ÿ
pun,vnqPTδ
Ωun,vn
2
N
ÿ
µ
1
pµqpun, vnq1tUn,pµqplq “ un, V n,pµqpkq “ vnu.
(41)
Next, we use the Markov inequality to show that Spnq ď ǫ with probability sufficiently close to 1. We
first show that the expectation of Spnq can be made arbitrary small by taking n large enough. For that
we take the expectation of the indicator functions with respect to random variables Un and V n which
are independent of each other and distributed according to (14) and (15), respectively.
E
”
1
pµqpun, vnq1tUn,pµqplq “ un, V n,pµqpkq “ vnu
ı
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ď
ÿ
pu˜n,v˜nqPT pnqδ pABq
pu˜n,v˜nq‰pun,vnq
ÿ
i,j
ÿ
pl˜,k˜q‰pl,kq
E r1tpun, vnq P B1piq ˆ B2pjqu1tpu˜n, v˜nq P B1piq ˆ B2pjqu
ˆ1tUn,pµqplq “ un, V n,pµqpkq “ vnu1tUn,pµqpl˜q “ u˜n, V n,pµqpk˜q “ v˜nu
ı
ď λ
A
unλ
B
vn
p1´ εq2p1´ ε1q2 2
´npIpU ;V q´δ1q
”
2npR˜1´R1q2npR˜2´R2q
` 2npR˜1´R1q ` 2npR˜2´R2q ` 2´npSpUq´δ1q2nR˜12npR˜2´R2q ` 2´npSpV q´δ1q2nR˜22npR˜1´R1q
ı
ď 5 λ
A
unλ
B
vn
p1´ εq2p1´ ε1q2 2
´npIpU ;V q´2δ1q2npR˜1´R1q2npR˜2´R2q,
where δ1 is a function of δ (as in (14)) such that δ1 % 0 as δ % 0, and we have used the inequalities
R˜1 ă SpUq and R˜2 ă SpV q. Hence, given any ǫ P p0, 1q, the above expectation can be made less than
5ǫ
λAunλ
B
vn
p1´εqp1´ε1q for large enough n provided that pR˜1 ´R1q ` pR˜2 ´R2q ď IpU ;V q. As a result, for large
enough n,
ErSpnqs ď 2
´npR˜1`R˜2q
p1` ηq2
ÿ
l,k
ÿ
pun,vnqPTδ
10ǫΩun,vnλ
A
unλ
B
vn “
10ǫ
p1` ηq2
ÿ
pun,vnqPTδ
Ωun,vnλ
A
unλ
B
vn
We proceed by the following lemma.
Lemma 6. For any ǫ P p0, 1
3
q, ǫ1 P p0, 1q, and sufficiently small δ ą 0, there exists npǫ, ǫ1, δq such that
for all n ě npǫ, ǫ1, δq the inequality
P
$&
%
ď
pun,vnqPTδ
! 1
N
ÿ
µ
γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn ď
λAunλ
B
vn
p1` ηq2 p1´ ǫq
),.
- ď ǫ1, (42)
holds, provided that
1
n
log2N ` R˜1 ` R˜2 ě SpUqσ3 ` SpV qσ3 ` δ1 ` δ2.
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix B-B.
From the lemma, with probability at least p1´ǫ1q, we have 1
N
ř
µ γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn ą p1´ǫqλ
A
unλ
B
vn
p1`ηq2 for all pun,
vnq P Tδ. Furthermore, from (38) for E “ T pnqδ pABq, the following holds with probability sufficiently
close to 1:
1
N
ÿ
µ
ÿ
pun,vnqPTδ
γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn Ωun,vn ď 2ǫ`
ÿ
pun,vnqPTδ
λABun,vn .
These two statements imply that there is a realization of tUn,pµqplq, Un,pµqpkqul,k,µ for which
10ǫ
p1` ηq2
ÿ
pun,vnqPTδ
Ωun,vnλ
A
unλ
B
vn ď
10ǫ
p1´ ǫq
ÿ
pun,vnqPTδ
1
N
ÿ
µ
γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn Ωun,vn
ď 10ǫp1´ ǫqp2ǫ`
ÿ
pun,vnqPTδ
λABun,vnq
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ď 10ǫp1 ` 2ǫqp1´ ǫq ,
where the last inequality holds because
ř
pun,vnqPTδ λ
AB
un,vn ď 1. As a result, we showed that ErSpnqs ď
10ǫp1`2ǫq
p1´ǫq . From, Markov-inequality, this implies that
Spnq ď ?ǫ (43)
with probability at least 1 ´ 6
?
ǫp1`2ǫq
p1´ǫq . Using the equations (43) and (39), the quantity in (33) which
is an upper bound on the right-hand side of (32) can be bounded from above by
?
ǫ ` 6ǫ ` 2ε2, with
probability sufficiently close to one.
To sum-up, we showed that the trace distance inequality in (25) holds for sufficiently large n and with
probability sufficiently close to 1, if the following bounds hold:
R˜1 ě IpU ;RBqσ1 (44a)
R˜2 ě IpV ;RAqσ2 (44b)
C ` R˜1 ě SpUqσ3 , C ` R˜2 ě SpV qσ3 , C ` R˜1 ` R˜2 ě SpUqσ3 ` SpV qσ3 (44c)
pR˜1 ´R1q ` pR˜2 ´R2q ă IpU ;V qσ3 (44d)
R˜1 ě R1 ě 0, R˜2 ě R2 ě 0, C ě 0, (44e)
where C “∆ 1
n
log2N . This implies that M˜AB is ǫ-faithful to M¯A b M¯B with probability sufficiently
close to one, and hence, MˆAB is also ǫ-faithful to MAB , i.e, (24) is satisfied. Therefore, there exists a
distributed protocol with parameters pn, 2nR1 , 2nR2 , 2nCq such that its overall POVM MˆAB is ǫ-faithful
to MAB . Lastly, we complete the proof of the theorem using the following lemma.
Lemma 7. LetR1 denote the set of all pR1, R2, Cq for which there exists pR˜1, R˜2q such that the quintuple
pR1, R2, C, R˜1, R˜1q satisfies the inequalities in (44). Let, R2 denote the set of all triples pR1, R2, Cq
that satisfies the inequalities in (5) given in the statement of the theorem. Then, R1 “ R2.
Proof. This follows by Fourier-Motzkin elimination [13]. For that, we eliminate pR˜1, R˜2q from the system
of inequalities given by (44). This gives us an equivalent rate-region described by all pC,R1, R2q that
satisfies the following set of inequalities:
R1 ě IpU ;RBqσ1 ´ IpU ;V qσ3 , (45a)
R2 ě IpV ;RAqσ2 ´ IpU ;V qσ3 , (45b)
R1 `R2 ě IpU ;RBqσ1 ` IpV ;RAqσ2 ´ IpU ;V qσ3 , (45c)
C `R2 ě SpV |Uqσ3 , (45d)
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C `R1 ě SpU |V qσ3 , (45e)
2C `R1 `R2 ě SpU, V qσ3 , (45f)
C `R1 `R2 ě SpU, V qσ3 , (45g)
C `R1 `R2 ě IpV ;RAqσ1 ` SpU |V qσ3 , (45h)
C `R1 `R2 ě IpU ;RBqσ2 ` SpV |Uqσ3 (45i)
Having (45g), the bounds given by (45f),(45h), and (45i) are redundant. Hence we get the rate-region
R2, and the proof is complete.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 5 AND 6
A. Proof of Lemma 5
Let us denote the operators of the given POVMs M
pµq
X and M
pµq
Y by tΛXpµqu : u P Uu and tΓY pµqv :
v P Vu, respectively, where U ,V are two finite sets. Further, denote the operators of the approximating
POVM Mˆ
pµq
X by tΛˆXpµqu : u P Uu. Let ΨρXYR1XY be any purification of ρXY . The left-hand side of equation
(28) can be simplified as››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
”
pid bM pµqX bM pµqY qpΨρXYR1XY q ´ pidb Mˆ pµqX bM pµqY qpΨρXYR1XY q
ı ›››
1
“
››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
”
pid b pM pµqX ´ Mˆ pµqX q bM pµqY qpΨρXYR1XY q
ı ›››
1
“
››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
«ÿ
u,v
|uyxu|b |vyxv|b TrXY tpid b pΛXpµqu ´ ΛˆXpµqu q b ΓY pµqv qpΨρXYR1XY qu
ff ›››
1
“
››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
«ÿ
u,v
|uyxu|b |vyxv|b TrXY tpid b pΛXpµqu ´ ΛˆXpµqu q b idY qpid b idX b ΓY pµqv qpΨρXYR1XY qu
ff ›››
1
“
››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
«ÿ
u
|uyxu|b TrXtpidV b idb pΛXpµqu ´ ΛˆXpµqu qp
ÿ
v
|vyxv|b TrY tpid b idX b ΓY pµqv qpΨρXYR1XY ququ
ff ›››
1
The last equality first uses the property that TrXY tu “ TrXtTrY tuu, followed by the definition of partial
trace and its linearity. Here, defining σR1XV as
σR1XV “ pidb idX bM pµqY qΨρXYR1XY “
ÿ
v
|vyxv|b TrY tpid b idX b ΓY pµqv qpΨρXYR1XY q
gives us,
} 1
N
ÿ
µ
”
pidbM pµqX bM pµqY qpΨρXYR1XY q ´ pidb Mˆ pµqX bM pµqY qpΨρXYR1XY q
ı
}1
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“ } 1
N
ÿ
µ
«ÿ
u
|uyxu|b TrXtpidV b idb pΛXpµqu ´ ΛˆXpµqu qqpσR1XV qu
ff
}1 (46)
Further, by defining Φ
σR1XV
R1XV Y 1 to be any purification of σR1XV , we get››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
”
pid bM pµqX bM pµqY qpΨρXYR1XY q ´ pidb Mˆ pµqX bM pµqY qpΨρXYR1XY q
ı ›››
1
“
››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
«ÿ
u
|uyxu|b TrXtpid b pΛXpµqu ´ ΛˆXpµqu q b idV qTrY 1tΦσR1XVR1XV Y 1uu
ff ›››
1
“
››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
«ÿ
u
|uyxu|b TrXY 1tpid b pΛXpµqu ´ ΛˆXpµqu q b idV Y 1qΦσR1XVR1XV Y 1u
ff ›››
1
“
›››TrY 1
#
1
N
ÿ
µ
«ÿ
u
|uyxu|b TrXtpid b pΛXpµqu ´ ΛˆXpµqu q b idV Y 1qΦσR1XVR1XV Y 1u
ff+›››
1
ď
››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
«ÿ
u
|uyxu|b TrXtpid b pΛXpµqu ´ ΛˆXpµqu q b idV Y 1qΦσR1XVR1XV Y 1u
ff ›››
1
“
››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
”
pidR1V Y 1 bM pµqX qΦσR1XVR1XV Y 1 ´ pidR1V Y 1 b Mˆ pµqX qΦσR1XVR1XV Y 1
ı ›››
1
(47)
“
››› 1
N
ÿ
µ
“pid bM pµqX qpΨρXRX q ´ pid b Mˆ pµqX qpΨρXRXq‰›››
1
(48)
ď ǫ (49)
The first three equalities in equation (47) exploit the linearity of trace, and the first inequality follows
from the monotonicity of the trace-distance as given in Corollary 9.1.2 [9]. The last equality is established
by first observing that Φ
σR1XV
R1XV Y 1 is also a purification of ρX , i.e.,
TrR1V Y 1tΦσR1XVR1XV Y 1u “ TrRV 1tσV XR1u “ TrR1tρR1Xu “ ρX ,
followed by application of Lemma 1 to Φ
σR1XV
R1XV Y 1 which is true for any purification of ρX . This completes
the proof.
B. Proof of Lemma 6
We use Suen’s Inequality (Theorem 2.23, [14]) to prove this lemma. For that we need the following
definition:
Dependency Graph: Let tXiuiPI be a family of random variables defined on a common probability
space. A dependency graph for tXiu is a graph L with vertex set V pLq “ I such that, if A and B are
two disjoint subsets of I with no edge between them, then the sub-families tXiuiPA and tXiuiPB are
mutually independent.
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Theorem 5 ( [14]). Let Ii P Beppiq, i P I be a family of Bernoulli random variables having a dependency
graph L with vertex set I and edge set EpLq. Let X “ ři Ii and λ “ ErXs. Moreover, write i „ j if
pi, jq P EpLq and let ∆ “∆ 1
2
ř
i
ř
j„iErIiIjs, ∆¯ “∆ λ` 2∆ and δ “∆ maxi
ř
k„i pk. Then for ǫ P p0, 1q
PpX ď p1´ ǫqλq ď exp
"
´min
ˆ
ǫ2λ2
4∆¯
,
ǫλ
6δ
˙*
We start by defining the Bernoulli random variables κ
pµq
l,k pun, vnq for pun, vnq P TδpABq as
κ
pµq
l,k pun, vnq “∆ 1tUn,pµqplq “ un, V n,pµqpkq “ vnu.
Note that pκpµql,k pun, vnq, κpµ
1q
l,k pun, vnqq are independent for µ ‰ µ1 while pκpµql,k pun, vnq, κpµql1,kpun, vnqq and
pκpµql,k pun, vnq, κpµql,k1pun, vnqq are not independent. This gives us
Xpun,vnq “
ÿ
µ,l,k
κ
pµq
l,k pun, vnq “
p1` ηq2
p1´ εqp1 ´ ε1q2
npR˜1`R˜2qÿ
µ
γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn , (50)
and
λpun,vnq “ ErXpun,vnqs “
ÿ
µ,l,k
Erκpµql,k pun, vnqs
“
ÿ
µ,l,k
PtUn,pµqplq “ un, V n,pµqpkq “ vnu
“
ÿ
µ,l,k
λAun
1´ ε
λBvn
1´ ε1
“ N ¨ 2npR˜1`R˜2q λ
A
unλ
B
vn
p1´ εqp1 ´ ε1q . (51)
The above calculation of ErXpun,vnqs uses the distribution defined in (14) and (15). We can also compute
δpun,vnq and ∆pun,vnq as
δpun,vnq “ max
µ,l,k
ÿ
pµ1,l1,k1q„pµ,l,kq
Erκpµql,k pun, vnqs
“ max
µ,l,k
»
– ÿ
pl1:l1‰lq
λAunλ
B
vn
p1´ εqp1 ´ ε1q `
ÿ
pk1:k1‰kq
λAunλ
B
vn
p1´ εqp1 ´ ε1q
fi
fl
“ max
µ,l,k
λAunλ
B
vn
p1´ εqp1´ ε1qp2
nR˜1 ` 2nR˜2 ´ 2q “ λ
A
unλ
B
vn
p1´ εqp1´ ε1qp2
nR˜1 ` 2nR˜2 ´ 2q.
The first equality uses the simplification from (51), and the second equality follows from the dependency
relations between κ
pµq
l,k pun, vnq. Similarly,
∆pun,vnq “
1
2
ÿ
µ,l,k
ÿ
pµ1,l1,k1q„pµ,l,kq
Erκpµql,k pun, vnq ¨ κpµ
1q
l1,k1pun, vnqs
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“ 1
2
ÿ
µ,l,k
»
– ÿ
pl1:l1‰lq
Erκpµql,k pun, vnq ¨ κpµql1,kpun, vnqqs `
ÿ
pk1:k1‰kq
Erκpµql,k pun, vnq ¨ κpµql,k1pun, vnqqs
fi
fl
“ 1
2
ÿ
µ,l,k
»
– ÿ
pl1:l1‰lq
pλAunq2λBvn
p1´ εq2p1 ´ ε1q `
ÿ
pk1:k1‰kq
λAunpλBvnq2
p1´ εqp1 ´ ε1q2
fi
fl
“ N
2
2npR˜1`R˜2q
λAunλ
B
vn
p1´ εqp1 ´ ε1q
„
p2nR˜1 ´ 1q λ
A
un
p1´ εq ` p2
nR˜2 ´ 1q λ
B
vn
p1´ ε1q

.
Now we evaluate the exponent in the statement of the Suen’s Inequality given by ´min `ǫ2λ2
4∆¯
,
ǫλ
6δ
˘
,
where we omit the subscript pun, vnq in the terms δ,∆ and λ. Consider,
ǫ2λ2
4∆¯
“
´
ǫN ¨ 2npR˜1`R˜2q λAunλBvnp1´εqp1´ε1q
¯2
4
´
N2npR˜1`R˜2q λ
A
unλ
B
vn
p1´εqp1´ε1q
¯´
p2nR˜1 ´ 1q λAunp1´εq ` p2nR˜2 ´ 1q
λBvn
p1´ε1q ` 1
¯
“ ǫ2
´
N ¨ 2npR˜1`R˜2q λAunλBvnp1´εqp1´ε1q
¯
4
´
p2nR˜1 ´ 1q λAunp1´εq ` p2nR˜2 ´ 1q
λBvn
p1´ε1q ` 1
¯
ď ǫ2
´
N ¨ 2npR˜1`R˜2q λAunλBvnp1´εqp1´ε1q
¯
4
´
2nR˜1
λAun
p1´εq ` 2nR˜2
λBvn
p1´ε1q
¯ “ ǫ2 N ¨ 2npR˜1`R˜2q
4
´
2nR˜1
p1´ε1q
λBvn
` 2nR˜2 p1´εq
λAun
¯. (52)
where the inequality follows, since for large enough n, we have
`
1 ´ λAunp1´εq ´
λBvn
p1´ε1q
˘ ě 0. As for the
other term in the exponent, we have
ǫλ
6δ
“
ǫN ¨ 2npR˜1`R˜2q λAunλBvnp1´εqp1´ε1q
6
λAunλ
B
vn
p1´εqp1´ε1qp2nR˜1 ` 2nR˜2 ´ 2q
ě
ǫN ¨ 2npR˜1`R˜2q
6p2nR˜1 ` 2nR˜2q. (53)
Assuming ε, ε1 P p0, 1
2
q and ǫ P p0, 1
3
q, we have 3λAunǫ ď 3ǫ ă 2p1´ εq, hence 32ǫ ď p1´εqλAun and similarly,
3
2
ǫ ď p1´ε1q
λBvn
. These inequalities provide an upper bound for (52) as in the following:
ǫ2
N ¨ 2npR˜1`R˜2q
4
´
2nR˜1
p1´ε1q
λBvn
` 2nR˜2 p1´εq
λAun
¯ ď ǫ2 N ¨ 2npR˜1`R˜2q
4
´
2nR˜1 3
2
ǫ` 2nR˜2 3
2
ǫ
¯ “ ǫN ¨ 2npR˜1`R˜2q
6p2nR˜1 ` 2nR˜2q ď
ǫλ
6δ
.
where the last inequality follows from (53). This implies
exp
"
´min
ˆ
ǫ2λ2
4∆¯
,
ǫλ
6δ
˙*
“ exp
"
´ǫ
2λ2
4∆¯
*
Further, exp
!
´ ǫ2λ2
4∆¯
)
can be simplified as
exp
"
´ǫ
2λ2
4∆¯
*
“ exp
$’&
’%´ǫ2
´
N ¨ 2npR˜1`R˜2q λAunλBvnp1´εqp1´ε1q
¯
4
´
p2nR˜1 ´ 1q λAunp1´εq ` p2nR˜2 ´ 1q
λBvn
p1´ε1q ` 1
¯
,/.
/-
Next, to provide an upper bound to the above expression, we bound the denominator from above. Using
the fact that pun, vnq P T pnqδ pABq, note that λAun ď 2´npSpUq´δ1q and λBvn ď 2´npSpV q´δ2q for all
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sufficiently large n, where δi % 0, i “ 1, 2, as δ % 0. From the assumption that R˜1 ă SpUqσ3 and
R˜2 ă SpV qσ3 , we can choose the parameter δ in T pnqδ pABq sufficiently small so that R1 ă SpUqσ3 ´ δ1
and R2 ă SpV qσ3 ´ δ2. Hence, we get
4
ˆ
p2nR˜1 ´ 1q λ
A
un
p1´ εq ` p2
nR˜2 ´ 1q λ
B
vn
p1´ ε1q ` 1
˙
ď 4
´2npR˜1´SpUq`δ1q
p1´ εq `
2npR˜2´SpV q`δ2q
p1´ ε1q ` 1
¯
ď 12
As a result of this inequality and using the fact that for all sufficiently large n, λAun ě 2´npSpUq`δ1q and
λBvn ě 2´npSpV q`δ2q, we obtain
exp
"
´ǫ
2λ2
4∆¯
*
ď exp
"
´ Nǫ
2
12p1 ´ εqp1´ ε1q 2
npR˜1`R˜2q2´npSpUqσ`SpV qσ`δ1`δ2q
*
.
This implies that for
1
n
logN ` R˜1 ` R˜2 ě SpUqσ ` SpV qσ ` δ1 ` δ2,
we get exp
!
´ ǫ2λ2
4∆¯
)
% 0 as ǫ % 0.
Using the above definitions of Xpun,vnq, δpun,vnq,∆pun,vnq, we can now write Suen’s inequality as
P
$&
%
ÿ
µ,l,k
κ
pµq
l,k pun, vnq ď N ¨ 2npR˜1`R˜2q
λAunλ
B
vnp1´ ǫq
p1´ εqp1 ´ ε1q
,.
- ď exp
"
´ǫ
2λ2
4∆¯
*
.
Therefore, from (50), the following inequality holds
P
#
1
N
ÿ
µ
γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn ď
λAunλ
B
vnp1´ ǫq
p1` ηq2
+
ď exp
"
´ǫ
2λ2
4∆¯
*
. (54)
By taking the union over all pun, vnq P T pnqδ pABq, the following upper-bound is obtained
P
$&
%
ď
pun,vnqPTδ
! 1
N
ÿ
µ
γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn ď
λAunλ
B
vnp1´ ǫq
p1` ηq2
),.
- ď
ÿ
pun,vnqPTδ
P
#
1
N
ÿ
µ
γ
pµq
un ζ
pµq
vn ď
λAunλ
B
vnp1´ ǫq
p1` ηq2
+
ď |T pnqδ pABq| exp
"
´ǫ
2λ2
4∆¯
*
ď ǫ1,
for sufficiently large n. This proves the lemma.
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